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- . . and this triumphant gentleman profits mounting problems of higher speeds, heav- by his skilled application of that funda- ier loads and greater and greater precision. mental fact. Bail bearings carry the loads on free-rolling That same fact, applied in New Departure steel balls—making possible higher speeds, 
Ball Bearings, brings new efficiency—and : heavier loads and greater precision. profit—to industry. Industry which must fo ses, in millions cf applications, New “Keep ’em rolling”—(and nothing rolls like i se Departure Bell Bearings are prov- a ball). } Pt Sal ing their unique fitness for the new Today, Industry is faced with new and \\ Gy. scheme cf things mechanical. 

N= There is more for you in New iE 
Departure Ball Bearings than 
steel and precision. Advanced NEw DEPARTURE 
engineering and a desire to 
serve are tangible plus values. BALL BEARINGS sae0 

NEW DEPARTURE + DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS « BRISTOL, CONN. « Eranches in DETROIT « CHICAGO « LOS ANGELES and Other Principal Cities



© A MAJOR NEED of America today is 

© the discovery and development of 

e ‘ 
: scientific ability among boys and 

girls now in high school. Real abil- 

a I ) ji I \- W d | ] : ity for creative research and engi- 

a O 1 e searc : neering is rare. Many who do not 

7 s 
«now have the opportunity to develop 

fe 
® their scientific talents will be dis- 

or scien 1S S O OmMmOrro W © covered and made available for 

———— LT ° America’s future progress through 

* the Science Talent Search, con- 

$ ducted by Science Clubs of America 

«and sponsored by the Westinghouse 

« Educational Foundation. 

Se. vad 
Q: aa a WHY THE SCIENCE TALENT SEARCH WAS STARTED 

$0) | ede / f The objectives of this unique search are threefold: to discover high school 

oe re i Sas % oo [ seniors of exceptional scientific aptitude — to focus their attention on the 

be ie at — fo need for developing scientific knowledge and skill in research — and to make 

“ea iG the American public aware of the importance of science in their daily lives. 

HOW ENTRANTS ARE TESTED =f . =>) 5 

Examination of entrants in Science Talent Searches is based i : ke». OF LN 

- largely upon rigorous science aptitude tests — to determine - zagu ioe i eA 

their research ability, reasoning powers and breadth of scientific ee Cs eh fe fh 

knowledge. These tests are prepared by Dr. Harold E. Edgerton \ " as | i egy 

and Dr. Steuart H. Britt, prominent educators and psychologists. - en F 

_ i @ 
a Yo HOW THE SEARCH IS CONDUCTED 

ce SRN 

. 

wr a, Each year, high school seniors all over America compete for Westing- 

oA be > US house Science Scholarships, of a total value of $11,000, by taking 

A ae these aptitude tests and submitting original science essays. Selec- 

~ S d tion of the 40 finalists in the Annual Science Talent Search is 

y y ~ 5 pased upon their records in aptitude tests, scholastic standing, 

= —- ye recommendation of teachers, and science essays, in the order given. 

. + S 

5 

WHAT IT HAS ACCOMPLISHED ee ag ” 

To date, 160 brilliant youngsters—winners 
of Science Talent Searches <"@, WL | “a 

—have been awarded $41,500 in Westinghouse Science Scholarships. eo ibe mee a A 

In addition, 429 winners of Honorable Mentions in the first two Science aa, ie 7G ‘ A 

Talent Searches have received scholarships, valued at $132,450, from Lp a ‘i Pd ~ 

other sources. Of perhaps greater importance, a continuing study of B on i A v2 

one of the early Searches has disclosed that more than 75% of those q. Rey’; Sy) We ¢ 

who entered this competition have actually gone to college — against <. See Via 

a national average of only 35% for high school students! ‘ ry 

SEND FOR SCIENCE TALENT SEARCH LEAFLET ae 

If you are the parent of a scien- See is Ss y 

tifically-gifted boy or girl who hg 

will be a high school senior this - oe 

fall... or if you know of such | retent"Searen 

talented youngsters ..- send for pees “a 

e 
Science Talent Search Leaflet j Sie ee 

estindhouse “eit || 
tion about these competitive [2225 rant 

PLANTS IN 25 CITIES OFFICES EVERYWHERE awards. Write: Westinghouse | 255 bowed 

Electric Corporation, Box 1017, ta. 

Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

Tune in: JOHN CHARLES THOMAS—Sunday, 2:30 pm, EWT, NBC ° TED MALONE—Monday through Friday, 11 145 am, EWT, Blue Network 
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é. -- DELIVERED IN A BOTTLE 

Once this plasma coursed through living veins. plasma into the stable powder you see in the 
Now in the form of a flaky powder it is ready official unit above. 

for its trip to the battlefield where it will again For the future— hecome the vital blood plasma that has saved so permanent blood banks 
many lives. 

In its dehydrated ‘orm, blood plasma can be kept for deny P P In blood donor centers and processing labora- indefinite periods of time. Already such medical cen- tories the country over, York-built equipment is ters as the Strong Memorial Hospital of Rochester contributing to the movement of plasma overseas. are planning a peacetime system of permanent From the moment blood leaves the donor, re- banks where blood plasma and other blood fractions frigeration plays an important role in its process- can be stored until needed. Thus the progress made ing. The magic of cold preserves the whole blood during the war years by medical science and refrig- in transit to laboratories, assists in the separation eration in blood preservation means that never again of plasma... and is an integral part of the high need there be a shortage of this life-giving fluid. vacuum method of dehydration which transforms York Corporation, York, Pennsylvania. 

Make an appointment at your local Blood Bank today! 
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‘ This furnace, which anneals brass slabs at a single point. Temperature control is fully 

rate of 10,000 to 15,000 Ib. per hour, has automatic with temperatures ranging from 

many features which give promise of im- 750° F to 1800° F. 

proved products and faster production for Other advantages are that no time is lost 

post war manufacture, both in ferrous and in heating up, travel is minutely controlled, 

non-ferrous fields. uniform heating results and distortion is 

uO Work is carried through the furnace on eliminated or minimized. The furnace is 

closely spaced, highly polished rollers, ex- adaptable to brazing, normalizing, hardening 

tending the entire width of the furnace and and other operations. 

through the walls. A special sealing box Advances in Gas heat treating equipment 

around theneck of the rollers prevents leakage. go on constantly, and Industrial Gas En- 

Firing is done by burners located on both gineers of local Gas Companies are available 

sides of the furnace, using premixed Gas and for consultation without obligation on the 

air. Combustion and atmosphere conditions latest developments in Gas utilization and 

are controlled by simple adjustment at a modern industrial Gas equipment. 

; AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION 

INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL GAS SECTION 
iy 

420 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK 17, N.Y. icy us 

i ' ee se 

: Buy War Bonds — Help Speed Victory! 
_ FOR ALL 

INDUSTRIAL HEATING 
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[4k _ _ A 2 The reasons why internal combus- 
A 4 : a 'y 

— ><) 2h _. owe je { tion engines run may be elementary ee | ee : ¥ to you. 

i 06U6U wre 
But somewhere in your career you'll 

. be UF e y y | mm, to £ ; probably want to help men around ro oh Cat | a ou to understand them better. 
ef Ca oi) 4 | y — & Ea) | ; ee : 5 > ly 2 a Des / Here’s a booklet that’s a short cut for [ i 5 , | oe es 1 you — saving your time, compressing = fa — \ much information into simple forms, Le 4 WN a : , ~~ i and making complicated machines Le : SN : : a Lo ! understandable. 

Pied e ie “oe Te —) 7 It’s a result of one of our wartime tf ta a | “a problems — the problem of training oo | io | iP @ FF a inexperienced men to help service | Be i: PY” cae” \ | | automobile, aircraft and Diesel ft ic LS hh / ae / engines. 
owe i. ii We found that if they knew exactly ay a | : Lo what they were doing and wh , their 2} ~ — y 8s way ee Bs at rch. @. interest rose. Their skills increased, | J ee : Ee Xe BH and they became more valuable to us a > - p\i and to the war effort. . » . a’ | 

“~ A S@\4 This 115-page booklet is a collection a é ee a Ne AN q of the elementary facts about the es oP «4 tna = lal three types of internal combustion 
ae OG \ toe © | | 4 engines in general use today. It is 

- rm & : 7 iow A ‘ YF readable and accurate. If you would % eg ae  # ae like to have a free copy just use the " : Fs : ; coupon below. 
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Every Sunday Afternoon 

ENERAL MOTORS SYMPHONY OF THE AIR This booklet was prepared and issued by the TRAINING ° NBC Network SERVICE SECTION, GENERAL MOTORS WAR PRODUCTS 
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| GENERAL MoToRS A2 | I Public Relations Department l | Detroie 2, Michigan I 
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An Introduction To This I 

NcE AGAIN, as the copy goes to the printers, and there was that last minute rush to 

meet the deadline, this issue marks the beginning of a new volume of the Wisconsin 

Enorveer. And it is our hope that this new volume will be bigger and better 

than before. 

Our editorial staff has some new additions. Also, some of the old gang are gone. Fran 

Tennis, assistant editor, is relaxing for the summer. It might be he’s just trying to think 

up some new jokes for the humor column. Fran and Ralph Williams, also an ex-stafl 

member, packed up at the end of the semester and tried their luck at hitch-hiking to 

California. They must have made it; we got a card postmarked Los Angeles. Bob Clayton 

is also gone this semester, and taking over Bob’s and Fran’s “humor” column is Gene 

Daniels, e’46, who, by the way, wrote the Static column for the Encrnger back in °43-44. 

Gene will finish in February, and I think his greatest ambition is to put in a joke that will 

get the editor kicked out of school. 

Ralph Watson, Alumni Notes, is also gone for the summer, but will be back in Novem- 

ber again. Taking over the Alumni Notes is Joe Teskoski. Joe hails from Wausau, and if 

you’ve ever met Joe, you've heard of Wausau. If you haven’t (and I had never heard of 

it either), it’s a small pinpoint on the map, 160 miles “due north of here.” Joe is, he 

claims (and who are we to doubt his word?), just a home town boy who is “tall, light, 

and lonesome.” He is also president of Theta Chi fraternity. 

Two other new staff members are Ken Burmeister and Ed Dassow. They are both from 

Wisconsin Rapids, Ken in chem engineering and Ed an electrical. Besides his interest in 

engineering, Ken spends much of his spare time with his clarinet. Having played in band 

and orchestra five years before coming to the University, he is now a member of the Con- 

cert Band here. His ambition is to “be an engineer, naturally.” Ed has one ambition, one 

hobby, and one main interest. That is radio. He finished high school four years ago and 

since that time has been in the Army. He’s back at school again now and naturally taking 

up electrical engineering. (Which, without a doubt, is the best course to be in.) 

And to keep interest here, for those of you who haven't met our Campus Notes writers, 

we have Jane Strosina and Millie Smith, both from Milwaukee. I’m sure, though, that 

most of you already know them. Jane is in civil engineering and Millie in mechanical. 

Recent polls seem to indicate that the staff will now double since their joining. 

Back at school again in V-12s, after having previously completed four semesters here, 

is Ed Fischer, a chemical. Ed comes from the more civilized part of the state—Milwaukce. 

We're glad to have him back in school and glad to have him work on the staff. 

Of course, some of the old staff is here again. For one, Don Hyzer, me’46, is here. He 

and a couple of the other staff members are going to have a “super-duper” of an article 

for you in the November issue about our University. And we have Gerald Brown still 

with us, a V-12, physics engineer who keeps us posted around the navy barracks. 

The business end of the staff is headed now by Keith Brown, V-12 and an aeronautical. 

He takes Eddie Daub’s place who was graduated at the end of last semester. 

Now you've had a brief look at the staff for this semester. We still have some vacancies 

on the staff and if any of you are interested in joining the staff, drop up to see us in 356 

and we'll talk it over. 

But it’s the magazine you want to read, so let’s see what we have— 

—June Hartnell 
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COVER: 

EDITORIAL STAFF “Keeps ’em Rolling While Shooting” - - Ameri- 

can tanks can now fire accurately while racing 

DON HYZER ‘46, JOE, TESKOSKE "45 at full speed over proving grounds or battle- 

GENE. PANIEDS 86 Aa IN oa fields due to a robot aiming device known as a 

GERALD BROWN phe'46 ED FISCHER ch'46 gyro-stabilizer which keeps gun barrels at a 

KEN BURMEISTER ch’47 JANE STROSINA 46 fixed elevation and the target within focus of 

MILDRED ou m’'46 the gunner’s telescopic sight. Developed by 

ramps Nous Westinghouse and now produced in quantities 

e matching the nation’s output of tanks, this 

Keitn Brown stabilizer increases by as much as 500 per cent 

: the shooting accuracy of Army tanks in motion 

Business Manager Photo by Office of War Information. 

FRONTISPIECE: 

BUSINESS STAFF “Science Shoulders Arms” Science's role in 
JOHN THUERMAN ‘46, Advertising Manager the American war effort is dramatically por- 

JAMES K. BAKKEN mint Cheulation, Manet ‘ise trayed. in this photograph of Newton Foster, 

RUSE ELSTON Gay RICHARD: LAUBENSTEIN e146 chemist at the Westinghouse Research Labora- 
tories, where metallurgists, chemists, physicists, 
and electrical and) mechanical engineers are 

e busy working on war projects. Hundreds of 
new developments have come out of these lab- 
oratories since Pearl Harbor to give the nation’s 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS armed forces and war industries better weapons 

J. B, KOMMERS, Chairman and production equipment. . 

aes 2 Courtesy Westinghouse 

W. K. NEILL, Adv. G. J. BARKER K. F. WENDT 
P. H. HYLAND R. A. RAGATZ K. BROWN ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF 

1. C, LARSON 1. F. VAN HAGEN Ved HARTNELE MASS SPECTROSCOPY. ...... 8 
Joseph F. Hull 

—————— CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
IN THE POST-WAR WORLD ... . ll 

Dorothy Miller 
Cur opposite: Isobutane, butane, and alky- 

MEMBER OF ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINES late come from towers like this for high oc- 
ASSOCIATED tane gasoline, blending agents and for syn- 

thetic rubber. Standard Oil 

JOHN W. RAMSEY, National Chairman A FUTURE IN 

. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING ... . 13 

Arkansas Engineer Kansas State Engineer Oklahoma State Engineer Jie’ Hartnell 
Cincinnati Co-operative Marquette Engineer Oregon State Technical Record , en . . 

Engineer Michigan Technic Pennsylvania Triangle Cur opposite: Carrier Current: Communica- 

Colorado Engineer Minnessia Techao Log Purdue Eaginser tion: Communication by carrier current is as 

cone Technograph Nebreska Blue Print Teeh Engineering News simple in operation as the ordinary dial tele- 

Towa Engineer N.Y. U. Quadrangle Wayne Engineer phone and provides a quality of transmission 

Towa Transit Ohio State Engineer Wisconsin Engineer equal to that of local telephone circuits. 

Kansas Engineer ; 7 . —Courtesy Westinghouse 
Neienst Advertising Representtioe MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

rrrent-Murray-BARNHILL, INC. TOMORROW ........... 15 

101 Park Ave., New York Don Hyzer 

605 Nuc MIGhIian Ae. biota Cur opposite: Cutting Steel Teeth. Marine 

‘ reduction gears are cut with the greatest pre- 

cision in an air-conditioned room at the 

oh 8 Steam Division of the Westinghouse Electric 
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Engineering Aspects 

Of Mass Spectroscopy 
—Joseph F. Hull 

ON THE ground floor of Sterling Hall among some e = the charge of the particles 
en jungles of wires, a bu. om wistes ng ne ae dies a appeared a New atenie figure one illustrates the sorting principle, Molecules 

instrument of great engineering significance: a mass e the sample to be tested are pumped into the low pres- spectrometer, otherwise known as the “atom sorter.” Until len fealty. chamber at W. At the es S, they BEE the last few years the mass spectrometer had been the tool fhe y suite and are accelerated to a high velocity. 
of the physicist only, having been used in studying nuclear h . ionized Pada then = on a aba line along packing effect, element transmutation, and even the age ae Y . nee path, SE, an enter the mass of the earth. But now the fate of the atom sorter is analyzer, which is nothing more than a deflecting magnetic 
rapidly becoming the fate of the electronic vacuum tube; fend and 8 % of we electrode. ue fo the ‘Singing - engineers are commercializing it, allowing the physicist mhe Poundary of the magnetic field is anger than the to look for something new. Chemistry and biochemistry 
are using it in the study of complicated chemical and 
biological relations and reactions as well as in trace work w Ns 
by the use of separated isotopes. It has also found its BA 
way into a number of industrial laboratories, especially . Vos. 
in the oil industry. 

BS SN 
\ So 

This instrument, patterned after one developed by A. y a ER 
O. Nier of the University of Minnesota, was built by Fred . ») ee “to pump t 
Eppling, a graduate physics student, under the direction LOY j A SS 
of Dr. H. B. Wahlin of the Physics Department. It is ace f eject wane ee 
being used with the cooperation of P. W. Wilson and R. i ‘6 
H. Burris of the Department of Agricultural Bacteriology SS 
in their study of nitrogen fixing bacteria. The construc- SSS o 
tion of the instrument required great care. Successful KS 
operation requires expert servicing, the lack of which in SAY 
the past has caused the failure of many similar mass CN 
spectrometer projects. The instrument at Wisconsin, how- 
ever, has been operating successfully and, according to Dr. SA 
Wilson and Dr. Burris, it has yielded many good results. LQ 

SF; 
Principle of Operation Figure One 

The purpose of the mass spectrometer is to sort the 
particles of a substance according to their molecular 
weights and to find their relative concentrations. It is Pole face. The integrated effect of the flux on the pare most frequently used to find the relative abundance of the _ ticles has been shown to be equivalent to having a uniform various isotopes of an element in a substance. The sorting magnetic field with a boundary extending approximately action of the spectrometer operates on the principle that 4 pole gap width beyond the physical boundary of the the paths of electrically charged particles, moving with poles. This equivalent field is shown by the dotted lines, 
different momenta in a magnetic field, are bent into circles “BCD. From F to G the ionic path is an arc of a circle of different radii as given by the following equation: of radius given by r= mV/He. If the radius happens to 

+ —mV/He be equal to d, the particles emerge from the magnetic 
where r = radius of the curvature of the path field at G, move along the horizontal line, GJ, and strike 

m = mass of particles the collecting cup J. The rate at which the ions strike the 
H = magnetic field strength cup is indicated by the potential measuring device, E, and 

8 
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is proportional to the amount of the focused isotope in a certain momentum, the mass of the focused particle de- 

the sample. Particles having less momentum travel in the pends only on the accelerating voltage, E. 

arc of a smaller circle and strike the side of the tube at m= (mV)2/2Ee =K/E 

H, while particles with more momentum strike the side 

of the tube at I. The value of the proportionality constant, K, may be 

Figure two is an enlarged view of the ion source and col? found, by focusing a-known fon. Hence ‘when the 

accelerator. Electrons are emitted from filament, F, and voltage, E, is varied, and the potential measuring device 

are accelerated to the adjacent plate by the potential of an 

ordinary radio B battery. About 10 per cent of these 

electrons pass through the slit, S, and move along the S.-- -henmeeee Wee eee ee aah 

line, ST, ionizing the molecules of the gas sample. A small Soe, do ae 

potential difference between the plates A and B slowly ac- Nos Sea Bp NG wee 

celerates the newly formed ions toward the plate B, and Seley OE 

a fraction of them pass through the slit, Sx. Between the NN a “e- a 

plates B and C there exists a large potential difference aw “Hessen” SZ 

which accelerates the ions to a high velocity. A fraction / ee \ 

of these high velocity ions then pass through the slit, Ss, to Le 8 

the mass analyzer. By this arrangement all equally charged Biron ewe 

ions possess very nearly equal kinetic energies as they Figure Three 

leave Ss, making the mass selectivity of the spectrometer 

very high. 

. . registers a “peak,” the magnitude of this peak is a measure 

Equating the potential energy lost by an ion as it moves of the relative concentration of focused ion, and the 

along the path S:, S: to the kinetic energy gained: voltage, E, indicates the ionic mass. 

Ee = 1/2 mV* (2Eem)* = mV An interesting feature of this type of mass selector is its 

Thus at a given voltage E, if the charge of each ion automatic focusing principle. Ordinarily an ionic stream 

is the same, the momentum of the particles, mV, is propor- diverges because of the mutual repulsion of the particles. 

5 ‘ This would cause flattened peaks in a mass spectrometer 

tional to the square root of the masses. But since for a . . 

. . . and consequent errors in mass measurements. But if, as in 

given field the mass analyzer focuses only the ions having Figure one, the points $, L, and J lie in a straight line, the 

particle stream will be automatically focused on the col- 

e ~ lecting cut, as may be seen from Figure three. Particles 

1500 v. OC. _. entering the field at N travel through less field and are 

deflected less, while particles entering at M are deflected 

dow a es ae Volts more, causing the ion stream to converge at J. 

voltage The potential measuring device, E, consists of a D® 

pv electronic vacuum tube amplifier which must have a very 

ve high current amplification because of the low ionic cur- 

i T rents to be measured (about 10° amperes). For this pur- 

pose a special electrometer type of tube, D96475, is used, 

i B ic which is made by the Western Electric Company for such 

—{~———_ F Li. wee nn ee special applications. The sensitivity of the combined ampli- 

“Cf i : To mass fier and galvanometer is about 100,000,000 mm. deflection 

inslating j analyzer per micro-ampere of ionic current. 

bush! i Applications 

St} 
F " | Tracer work in biochemistry is one of the most interest- 

ing applications of the mass spectrometer. One problem 

is to find where a certain substance goes in the body of a 

rat after feeding. The substance, an amino acid, C:H:O:N, 

ald de " is synthesized, using an isotope of one of the elements. 

Sov bv Carbon of atomic weight 13 is frequently used because it 

Figure Two 
(please turn to page 21) 
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Chemical Engineering 

In The Post-War World 
: —Dorothy Miller 

Fo the past five years the United States has been on here by an engineer of equal ability and that excludes 

wartime production and research. During these years living expenses which are usually paid by the company. 

new discoveries and improvements have been pushed Therefore it affords an opportunity for those who are 

ahead. More new processes and developments have been anxious to save money. The opportunities for advancement 

put into operation than one would normally expect in a are much greater since there are fewer men working 

generation’s time. How do these things affect the world abroad. One has an unequaled chance for studying a so- 

and the chemical engineer? ciety different from our own and contacts people of wider 

Reconstruction in Europe has barely started and Asia personality and importance than one would possibly meet 

must wait until Japan is conquered to begin rebuilding. at home. 

At any event as much time and energy to get production In the United States there will still be many opportu- 

running will be required of engineers as was expended dur- nities for employment for engineers. Some of these posi- 

ing the war. Then too, many of the heretofore untouched tions will be with old, well-established firms, others in 

resources of several countries will be developed. view of new discoveries of scientists, will be with small 

Many products have been discovered in this country companies just beginning to place their products on the 

during the war; such as penicillin for the sick, new types market. Many young men do not consider attaching them- 

of clothing for all kinds of weather, improved methods _ selves to the employment of these little-known firms be- 

of housing and insulation, plastics with varied uses, new cause they lack confidence in them. It is well to consider 

things from glass and a host of other products; many of them, however, for many times these companies grow and 

these will be of use to a civilian peace-time world. The expand. An engineer who has confidence in himself and 

building and maintenance of the plants to produce them who has investigated the worthwhileness of the products 

will require the skill of engineers. The sulfuric acid plants, of this small company would do well to affiliate himself 

the paper mills, the oil refineries and the other industries with it. There is a greater opportunity for broader expe- 

which have long been in production will continue to need rience also with the expansion of a small company; the 

the services of the chemical engineer. Many of these com- promotions are more rapid. If a man wishes greater chance 

panies have vacant places which would have normally for advancement and is not afraid to associate himself 

been filled by young graduates who have instead gone to with something new, a company like this is where he 

fight. belongs. 

Today the graduate in chemical engineering has oppor- Large companies offer positions in which one may be- 

tunities never before equaled. He is to be called upon to come a specialist. An engineer's chance of broad experi- 

help build plants all over the world. It is also a great once is sacrificed to the intensified knowledge of one phase 

responsibility in that each man who goes to another coun- of production. The prestige of association with reliably 

try will be an ambassador from the United States. The established firms is, of course, to be considered. Opportu- 

actions of these men will play a part in building a sounder nities for research are greater, for a large, well-established 

foundation for world peace. After the last war, many min-  f+m can afford to pay more attention to developing and 

ing and metallurgical engineers went abroad with their improving their products. The security of jobs with large 

business and set up a profitable enterprise. It is expected concerns is of importance to an engineer who wishes to 

that chemical engineers will follow suit when peace comes cettle and establish a home. Security, prestige, and oppor- 

after this war. There are already several highly successful tunity for research and specialization are offered by the 

firms so doing; though there have been a number who large company. 

started too soon with too little knowledge and foresight Engi ‘Il still be needed when th ‘ er 

that failed. 
ngineers wi sti e ed when the wae is over. 

: : 5 oe One should keep in mind that the same qualities and 

Many young engineers discard the idea of working in . . 

another country because of stories of bad living condi- characteristics which got and held jobs before; the war 

tions, poor transportation and backward development. still apply. There is always a place for an honest, hard- 

However there are many advantages to working abroad Working young man no: matter what firm he wishes to 

especially for one just beginning in the field. The living work for. One will advance if he is thorough and con- 

conditions, while slightly below those of some parts of the _ scientious, shows an interest in the welfare of his company 

United States, are still average compared to those of most and makes every effort to improve his value as an 

citizens in this country. The pay is above that received employee. 
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Electrical Engineerin 
—June Hartnell 

PERE is always the speculation and comment about and heavier electrical equipment, there is a widening field 

the new products and developments that will appear as the factories and plants must convert from wartime pro- 
on the market at the end of any war. That speculation has duction to the production once again of automobiles, 

again reached a high point with the war at an end. refrigerators, washing machines. And the public will want, 

The public has heard much about electrical develop- "°* the same refrigerator that was sold on the market be- 

ments; yet they know only a very few of the smallest fore the war, but something new, better. The power engi- 

é . ‘ . neer will be looking for better means of transmission with details concerning them; radar, new electronic applica- ical 
tions that can be applied to household conveniences, tele- smaller losses and the means to harness more electrica 

vision improvements and numerous others. And it is true, °"T8Y t° do his work 7 . . 
that although there have been many developments in the It makes no difference w ich branch of electrical engi- 

electrical fields, the majority of them have been to further "°°™!"S teat may be in. He is dependent on the other 
the war effort. Only a few of them will be immediately use. ™#"- And the e ectrical is dependent upon other engineers 

3 . —mechanicals, civils, chemicals, mining and mets. Each ful to the general public. Many of them will find no place 
: = must keep pace with the other. If one falls behind, the work in a world of peace, but others, perhaps the majority of £ all will . _ 
them, will be improved upon, revised, and made to fit ° 7 lag. This has always been teue;, Today: it is more 
into the living standards of Mr. and Mrs. John Doe. vatcamon ee ak more dificult to keep up “ae de- 

its. te tl t- 
Just as the electrical engineer found and filled his place ve ¥ aisle fe ne heed all oF i © Post-war Wor must 

in the wartime world with its accelerated programs, he the eu * a anda oe © work a rots wow de 
e field of wo u must keep tal e ne - 

will find and fill his place in the post-war world. The pace velopments alon ‘the me line. He ies i a ten 
sa ‘ s, perhaps, - 

will be much slower, perhaps, as there will no longer be d Ve 1 s heori 7P : E ° 
the driving necessity that a war brings forth, but the feddfald more facts and ‘theasles. and. principles ten bbe: a m. inted with than did th i f t 
opportunity and the need will still be there. It will be his “° Rate, | “ 5 an cL. A ace ° en ” ie 
job and the future electrical engineer’s job to “keep u age Ne Wi Seinpetised WH High dieeitleue as the th & > 8 J Pp uP simple hammer, is very new, yet it is much more compli- 

wmin é 4 ee fee, al cated and covers a much wider field. Even in a lifetime, 
© war has opened anew the held of electronics. “l- 4 man could not learn all the facts about radio and its 

though some wartime applications will not be able to be different aspects and potentialities. 

converted into useful appliances, new secrets and discov- Th he electri . : 5 I 
eries in that field have widened the knowledge of men sedis 08 Gli velestel expeisvccaligy steiteee ces wl lege offers a back nd that i ded f fut 
about electronics and this knowledge can be applied to Anca ~ acl he ae sneer = "te % : ae ae aie 

e may be inter s e 
practical inventions and discoveries. The applications of lab : id ia 2 yr ve Il estec 
electronic research in industry can be found everywhere “ oratories provi cs ites, wits (pectin. cexpeciene, se d th il be th ith the cl f th classroom with the facts and theories underlying all other 

an ese! WiD-TOE BE: PNEOWN: Away” Wild “IME: ChOSE 108 EME asic. No university could give the student a thorough un- 

te Sad ot icati haae alent busted wid derstanding of the field he is to enter upon graduation. 
e field of communications has also been “busted wide ‘ A eh 

open.” New types of radios, television equipment will be but be noes have the basic eta = pom Lait ci > secon q l and applications that will enable him to give the public 
wail able fo t i. pul i o £0 bring W . € peme wd what they want. He will also be familiar with much of the 
still require the work of engineers. We have all hear i i ai : i 
of the “walkie-talkies”, yet they could not find their place wor “ ae soe dap Es wine Saab Sagas Ta 

in our life as they are. They would be much too hard to Without a doubt engineering in the post-war will be of 
carry with us as we walked down the street if for instance : dog if e L P : 3 ° we were going shopping and would have other packages great importance and significance. Electrical engineering 

2 é will be up in there giving the public new conveniences, and 
° mae Uespits the advantage they aight offes A ene things that are now unheard of, unthought of, but perhaps 
block a 4 of wii someone two or they are being dreamed of by their future inventors. The 

Ocks ahead of us. electrical engineer sees the future and this future he must 
For the power engineer, interested in distribution work give to the world. 
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Mechanical Engi 

—Don Hyzer 

to what is the post-war possibility of a future for the | may change the entire field of prime movers. The research 

mechanical engineer? That is the question of every field is wide open with projects supported by every major 

student and he just hopes there will be an answer when company. 

‘ he graduates. Your author is in the same boat but with In a world with mass production there must be innum- 
a little ‘investigation and thought some conclusions have erable accurate measuring devices. Since each part must 

been made. Probably the best way to geta pictare of the fit exactly, it has to be made and inspected accurately and 
future is to biel up some engineering publication such quickly. This is done by many ingenious devices which 

as A.S.M.E.’s MECHANICAL ENGINEERING and must be developed for greater use as the tempo of produc- 
study the advertisements. All the companies are a Hoi: ficheases. 

roducts which will be developed and produced after the 
ee P P With the high speeds, high pressures, and massive 

structures, the field of materials testing has been 

Emphasis is now being placed on such projects as air- broadened. For the mechanical engineer it opens many 

conditioning of homes, greater economy and beauty of opportunities in the design of accurate testing machines, 

automobiles, family airplanes, automatic machinery, and and such instruments as one just developed to measure 

the mechanization of the farm. These and many other point strains. It has gage points one sixteenth of an inch 
projects show immense possibilities for development by the apart and the change is multiplied by 50,000 before taking 
mechanical engineer. the reading. This happens in a very small instrument which 

igh: tenth of ' 
For the adventurous M.E. there is always the rebuilding WEIBAS! ORE arene OF an ounse 

of European industrial centers and the development of For the good mechanical engineer who thinks and has 

new industries in South America, India, and China. If one foresight the field presents great post-war possibilities. 

has the ability to organize and direct, the new countries Every company wants good men and has plenty of work 

have great possibilities. for a mechanical engineer. 

Research is a definite field for the studious engineer. TT 

In it is such work as the gas turbine, where only a small These three articles are first of a series of five on 
. . engineering tomorrow and today with the war at an 

scratch has been made on the surface of a project which end. 
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The Gas Turbine 

oe ee 

prepa ies suena eer wore, 2 

Its Many Potentialities, Limitations, and Probable Future Applications 

Courtesy “Electrical World” —G. B. Warren, m’24 

§° MUCH has recently been written regarding the gas__ the resulting mixture of air and products of combustion 

turbine and by so many able engineers, that it would is some 1200° F. to 1600° F. This mixture then passes at 

seem unnecessary to add another paper to those already this relatively high pressure and temperature into the tur- 

available. On the other hand, there seems to be a demand, bine where it does work and is discharged to the atmos- 

particularly from those engineers in public utility, indus- phere. Part of the power of the turbine drives the compres- 

trial power, and transportation work, to know more about — sor, and the remainder is useful work. The turbine does 

the characteristics and probable field of application of this more work theoretically than that required to drive the 

old yet new form of prime mover. They seem to desire compressor because of the greater volume of the heated 

to know where it will fit in with existing types of prime gases passing through the turbine than of the relatively 
movers. It is to this need that the present paper will be cool air passing through the compressor. 

addressed. 

The principle of the gas turbine in its modern form is 
Much of the already available material on this subject at least 60 years old, having been described quite com- 

contains elaborate curves dealing with the potential effi- pletely in a patent issued to Charles Parsons in 1884. It 

ciencies, effect of operating pressures, temperatures, etc., has really been quite actively worked on by many men 

and no effort will be made to furnish this information and groups in the intervening years, including in addi- 
here except in general terms. tion to Parsons in the early days, Armengaud and Lemale 

The: writer has: been .ititecested in and cigaged ih. te- in France, Holzwarth and Brown Boveri in Germany and 

search work at various times on the gas turbine since Switzerland, Dr. Moss and the General Electric Company 

1914. It was his firm conviction then, and it is now, that 1 this country. 

the gas turbine has a brilliant future ahead of it, but this It was apparent to all of the early workers that neither 

future will be alongside of, as a competitor, and as a the efficiency of the turbines nor of the compressors avail- 

supplement to many existing types of prime movers. It is able at the time were sufficient to get any net power with 

possible but improbable that it will completely displace the temperatures which available materials would permit. 

any of the existing types of prime movers for many years. After spending great sums of money active work on the 

What 4 Gas Turbine is problem direct largely ceased by about 1912, and all of 

the gas turbine enthusiasts settled down to the longer job 

A gas turbine may be any one of a large variety of of securing their objective by indirection. This work fol- 
machines, and may probably have a greater basic diversity loweduthreexobviows lines of effore: (1) to get more effi- 

of design than any other form of prime mover. Generally, cient turbines, (2) to get more efficient compressors, and 
however, what is meant is a relatively simple internal com- (3) to get better materials, 

bustion machine as shown in Figure I operating at rela- 

tively constant pressures. In this simple form a compressor The rapid development of the steam turbine was aiding 
takes in atmospheric air, compresses it to about six atmos- the first, and Dr. Moss and the General Electric Company 

pheres upon which it is heated by having a combustible, in the United States and the Brown Boveri Company in 

generally liquid fuel, burned in it until the temperature of Switzerland set out to develop and sell the centrifugal 
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compressor to an already available market for blowing 4. The ambient temperature entering the compressor 

blast furnaces in the United States and furnishing com- must be low. 
pressed air to mines abroad. The metallurgists fortunately When one considers Figure 1 and realizes that the new 

needed some of the same properties in a high speed cut- power is the difference between the turbine output and 
ting tool as were needed for gas turbine materials, namely 44,, compressor input, the reason for the above four prin- 

high strength at high temperature, and so they carried ciples becomes immediately apparent. Generally, the com- 
along many developments that have been most helpful. ptessor requires from 1/2 to 4/5 of the total power de- 

Then, with the emergence of the airplane two new de- veloped from the turbine, depending upon the values of 

velopments in connection with it have been of great help. the above quantities. In the early machines the compressor 

During World War I Dr. Moss and the General Electric actually took more than the turbine power to operate it. 
Company, because of their early work on the gas turbine, 

were commissioned by the National Advisory Committee 

for Aeronautics to develop the exhaust gas turbine driven wusuerwn 

airplane engine supercharger. This is simply a small, high 1, 
speed. gas turbine driven by the hot exhaust gases which wt, See 

drives a centrifugal air compressor for forcing the rarified Geel 

air at high altitudes into the engine intake so that the 3 lo 

engine does not lose power at altitude. Although money ge ae 3 

for this work dribbled to a mere trickle through the “ip 3 3 

Twenties and early Thirties both the Army’s vision and may 

Dr. Moss’s persistency kept it going. The result was that f | | | I 

by the beginning of this war materials and the technique comes at J rorerve— 

of wheel, bucket, and nozzle construction had been so de- at | ll 

veloped that it was possible to operate small, high speed eo UpUguauRUEY ae 
turbine wheels on gases of 1700° F. temperature for ap- . 

preciable periods of time. FIG. 1 SOMENECTAOH MY 

The second development, stemming also from the air- BIMFEE GAS TERDINE CXEEE HeBEEIS 2S 

plane, was carried out by Brown Boveri in Switzerland and 

also to some extent by Escher Wyss aided by Dr. Ackeret 

of the Technical High School at Zurich. This was the From the standpoint of the efficiency of the cycle, the 

development of Parson’s original axial flow compressor SO™MPTESSOT work is not lost, and with high enough com- 

into an efficient machine accomplished by applying the PFesS°F and turbine efficiencies, is nearly all regained in 

new knowledge of air flow around wing and propeller the turbine. 

sections which had been developed in the aerodynamic The importance of, the difficulty of, and the cost of 

laboratories of the world to the design of the blading for procuring low parasitic pressure drops is not so generally 

this machine. The result of this was that at one stroke appreciated. The volumes of gas flow are tremendous, in 

the compressor efficiency was raised from some 75% of the general order of 9,000 to 12,000 cu. ft. per minute per 

the centrifugal to the 85% of the axial flow machine. 1,000 hp of net output of the set. The total available 

These things proved to be just the stimulus that the gas Pressure drop is not great compared to a steam turbine 

turbine needed. Brown Boveri, followed by the Allis Chal- for instance. As a result, the obtaining of sufficiently low 
mers Company here, applied the new compressor and a entrance and exit losses to and from the machines, of low 

moderate temperature gas turbine to the industrial process pipe drops, and of low combustion chamber pressure 

of blowing the catalytic chambers of the Houdry cracking drops is most important; and on more efficient regenerator 

process at high pressure during the part of the cycle when units the pressure drops must be reduced on both sides 

they are being regenerated and obtained much valuable through the heat exchanger surface to the minimum pos- 
experience. They also built a few straight fuel oil burning sible value, otherwise excessive power losses will result. 

gas turbines. The great effect of the ambient or incoming air tem- 
Design Considerations perature is not generally appreciated. The work of the 

compressor is directly proportional to the absolute tem- 

In connection with all gas turbine designs there are four perature of the entering air; and if the power absorbed by 

very important considerations: it at 80° F. or 540° F. abs. is twice the net power, then at 

1. The compressor and turbine efficiencies must be 0° F. the compressor will absorb but 82% as much, and 
high. the net power will be increased in the ratio of 50% to 

2. The initial temperature ahead of the turbine must 68% or 36‘. On the other hand, the air will come out 

be high. of the compressor about 120° F. colder depending upon 

3. The parasitic pressure drops must be low. (next page, please) 
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(from preceding page) is possible; and would require about 3/4 sq. ft. per horse- 

the pressure ratio, and in the absence of a regenerator power or 2! sq. ft. per horsepower, respectively; and 

will have to be heated up this much further by the fuel. would give about 1/2 or 3/4 of the above gain in eco- 

This will, however, only take at most 10‘% more fuel; so nomy, respectively, reduced somewhat by pressure drops. 

we have a machine that produces 364% more power on This is to be compared to the modern steam plant which 

10’; more fuel when running at the colder temperature, has a total of about 2 sq. ft. per horsepower in boiler, 
i.e., its efficiency will be about 25% greater. Similarly, a superheater, economizer, air preheater, and condenser. In 

still greater gain would result if even colder air could be some gas turbine designs, however, from 10 to 12 sq. ft. 

taken in; and, conversely, a loss of sizable magnitude per horsepower are actually being considered in the heat 
would take place if the plant were to have to run in the exchangers. This seems excessive. 

desert. An intercooler in the compressor will give a gain in 

The power of a gas turbine is also directly affected by output depending upon the cooling temperature available, 

the barometric pressure of the inlet and exhaust if the am- and will give a gain in efficiency if used in connection with 

bient temperatures are constant. Both gross and net output an exhaust heat regenerator. This gain in net output is 

are directly proportional to the barometric pressure, but roughly 15%, and the gain in economy due to the inter- 

the efficiency is not thereby affected. Thus, at a high cooler is about 10% if a regenerator is used. Thus the 

altitude where the barometer reads half of sea level pres- cycle shown in Figure 2 should, with turbine and com- 

sure, a gas turbine would have to be proportioned to pressor efficiencies and initial temperatures that seem 

handle double the volume of air. obtainable, and somewhat greater than a 50% heat ex- 

s : hanger, have an overall efficien 25% 27%, ora 
The Gas Turbine As It Is Being enanger, an overa ciency of ch to 27%, 

: fuel consumption of about 0.53 lbs. of oil per horsepower 
Considered Today fe nd ‘ ‘ 

hour. This will probably be a good commercial machine 
Basically, two variations in the gas turbine cycle are for many purposes. 

being considered today. The first is the simple cycle shown es 
peng © . y ple cy Water Injection 
in Figure 1. This has no heat exchanger surface what- , : 

. : (Combined Steam and Gas Turbine) 
ever, and is probably one of the simplest prime movers 
known. It should be capable of obtaining overall thermal Normally the temperature leaving the combustion 

efficiencies in the neighborhood of 16% to 18%. Possibly chamber is kept low enough for the turbine by adding 

20‘¢ with higher initial or lower ambient temperatures €*Cess alr. This requires compressor power. This could 
can be obtained. also be done by injecting water. 

“ 18 . : : i i i ntage, i e 
Figure 2 shows the two principal modifications being If the consumption hitshs is not a spencer »if thi 

: s n, i 
considered. These are a heat exchanger or regenerator in PEESSuze fatto: 1s un “the: ig. Sf Fal Bes; ANG, HW" the; sec 1s 

designed for it, water can be injected ahead of the heat 
exchanger with a very considerable increase in net power 

REGENERATED and without too great a detrimental effect on the effi- EGnemesoeD, 
EXHAUST HEAT EXCHANGER 9 i) pes ciency. It is theoretically possible to inject the water into 

1 C “ie Se) the entrance of the compressor, and so secure still greater 
exwaust MARE Nee : ; . . 

Vee) advantages, since some cooling of the air during compres- 
3, | BESNEEN g sion results, including a gain in overall efficiency, but the 

a/< 3 5 practical difficulties are great. For instance, there will be 
= 3 ot: . ’ ‘ is _ ¥ . difficulties in maintaining proper mixing, in mechanical Compnesson at TURBINE , . 

n lty}-— 0 losses and erosion of compressor blades, or else deposits 
| on the blades with resulting decreases in compressor effi- 

Loao — OU ciency and increased maintenance. The same may be true 
\ bene i i HAGALa on the heat exchanger surface. All of these practical diffi- 

U : : : . : : : 
mae ae 4p culties can be eliminated if this scheme is carried to the 

ea [, ultimate and the gas turbine combined with a steam boiler 
COOLING WATER 

Pica? and. condensing results. It is quite possible, however, that 
INTERCOOLER GENERAL ELECTRIC co. oO : 

FIG. 2 BRAWN BY eee ese for many applications the gas turbine may be advantage- 
INTERCOOLED & REGENERATED GAS TURBINE CYCLE H-8220395 ously combined in some manner with a steam cycle. 

Control and Light Load Economy 
the exhaust and an inter-cooler in the compressor. If a : : . 

P Generally, the control of a gas turbine will be simple, 
heat exchanger that would give complete recovery of the : . empl . is 

h \ d he t € the air leavi since the net output can be varied simply by varying the 
exhaust heat down to the temperature of the air leavin ‘ z 
h b P an 8 amount of fuel fed into the combustion chamber. 

the compressor were to be used, the gain in economy If a turbine as in Figure 2 is run at a constant speed 
vu Y, : * would be about 30/7 to 40//, but such a heat exchanger and lighter loads, the economy is rather poor, the no load 

would be impossible. To get 50% or 75% of this recovery (please turn to page 24) 
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Speaking of Operations! 
A invasion fleet of several hundred warships workers, peacetime suppliers to the Bell System, 

uses some 48,000 telephones—from 1,500 ona are busy meeting those needs. 

battleship to 10 on a motor torpedo boat. That’s That is why there are not enough home tele- 

as many as are used by most cities of 160,000! phones right now. But we are looking forward 

Our fighting men are using telephones, wire, to the day when the Bell System can again pro- 

switchboards, and other communications equip- vide telephone service to anyone, anywhere, at 

ment in huge quantities. And Western Electric any time. 

® BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM (B) 
oY 

“Service to the Nation in Peace and War” 
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A l i N t 

—Joe M. Teskoski, me’45 

Mechanicals rig" . . , 

DETTMAN, CAPT. CHARLES E., e ._ bo m’40, and Sgt. William F. Tinsman, oe Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Ordnance fe e men with Uncle Sam’s Air Forces, ex- i 1 | : amine casts for bomb fins. Captain Dett- oO eee  -— Fe man is with the Ordnance depot of the a . Loe 7 8 laa) 15th Air Force Service Command. After <—. oa eee & 4 
completing his university work, Captain ~~ ae SA! oo '» 
Dettman was employed by the Kearney ff ome eee < 4 
and Trecker Corporation. i Lo = oe eee : x 

GRIFFITH, LT. ROBERT L., m’43, i Ne are 
B-17 Fortress pilot with the 15th Air NF Force in Italy, is home on furlough. Lt. Ab 0 ee 
Griffith is a veteran of forty missions a Nk eee 
and is known for his hospital entertain. I 2 eee 
ment fame co ie 2 pe ae | 

PETERSON, GARFIELD E., m’43, ao oe Fg ei 
was not killed in action as reported in the ea Og ae : May issue. He at present is recuperating | Se. Se Ie ls from wounds in a United States hospital. wae = lager SEG 
McNALL, ENS. PRESTON E. (SAN- ea a EES ey) DY), m’44, son of Professor P. L. Mc- A rh Oy 3 Nall, is with the Seabees in the Pacific. <a io ie : CY a P He was recently commissioned at Camp o-_ Poe oat eee iy Endicott, Rhode Island. ee . fae eae _ 
SCHINASI, SEYMOUR B., sopho- Capt. Charles Dettman and Sgt. William Tinsman 

more here in 1942-43, was reported in ac- 
tion in Germany on March the 2nd. 

DONAHOE, ROBERT J., who was SHOREY, CAPT. EDWIN ROBERT, Chemicals 
called to service at the end of his fresh- c ’35, has been awarded the silver star 
man year, has been missing in action in for gallantry in action near Sassetta, CRETNEY, ROBERT W., ’21, is super- Germany since March 14. Italy, last June 16. intendent of the Thermatomic Carbon BICKELHAUPT, IVAN A.,’14, Capt DIETZ, JESSE C., c ’40, former in- Co.’s Sterling, La. plant which produces Ui, S. Aimy, who Kas bea i chokes of structor in sanitary engineering at this furnace carbon for natural gas or mix- consruction av ake Maria Aic Sedo. college, has been promoted to the rank tures of natural gas and hydrogen. Ch Point N.C. has b of Lt. Col. He is with an engineer avia- DAMON, GLENN H., ’26, Ph.D. °32, ferred te the Fifth Naval’ Dingiet anh tion battalion on the western front in has left a position as research scientist headquarters at Norfolk. Va Europe. with the Division of War Research, Co- * a PLATE, J. KENNETH, c °40, died on lumbia_ University, to become section FRICK, RICHARD, °43, accepted a Sept. 2 of lymphatic leukemia at a Cedar manager of a lab for Carbide and Carbon position with the Goodyear Aircraft Rapids hospital. He had been working for Chems. Corp. of New York. ; 
Corp., Akron, Ohio. the Milwaukee Road out of Marion, Iowa. McCARTER, ROBERT J., 40, took e RALL, LLOYD L., c °40, Lt. Col. AAF, leave of absence from Universal Oil Prod- 

visited the college on Jan. 19 on a 30- ucts Co. to accept a commission as Ensign 
Civils day leave. He was wearing three battle in the Navy. He took indoctrination train- 

stats: ing at Tucson, Ariz. Previously he spent 
§ : WESLEY, JOHN, c °40, died in St. considerable time in Arkansas and Okla- 

PURD YS CORXDON T., M fo died Louis on Feb. 4 of a heart attack. He homa putting new petroleum plants in Be es ae 2 is home un Melbourne, was a service engineer with the Interna- operation. , f this boaed ot disetoere BP rman tional Filter Co. of Chicago. HARE, JAMES H., ’41, was captured 
° ad of th ecm ce a h a Hen. MEYER, KARL, c °41, is serving with by the Japs at the surrender of Corregi- 

derson Coy, consulting engineers of New ‘e,90¥y in che Philippines as carpenter's or and has since been reported to have 2 ; : mate, 2nd class. ‘ . Yak Tn 1889, hg began puvate pracuce ™SANDNERy FRANK X,c '42, an. LAVRIGH, MILTON B, 2, after dix soon varwed to the fea a of stock frame nounces the advent of son Frank X. III months with the Lockheed Aircraft Co. in 
buildings, One of his a jobs was the on Jan. 13, at Portsmouth, Va. Frank is Burbank, Cal., doing analytical work, has famous aesne ‘bail ding in. Chicago a Lt. USNR, Bureau of Ships, and is accepted a position with the Schenley 
generally considered the first of the steel ‘building carriers at the Norfolk Navy Laboratories in Penicillin research, : : ard. ’ +» 743, ainyectapets. He. Opened a New rote THOMPSON, ENSIGN MYRON O., doing research on high speed combustion office js J894. Ldn hk designed c ’42, was married on Feb. 19 at Wash. for the N.A.C.A. at Cleveland, Ohio. — 
mel cbeces e ington, D. C., to Margaret McConnell TIMM, GEORGE J., ’43, visited his 
. : of Nazareth, Pa., a student at the Ameri- Alma Mater last November. As Asst. WHITNEY, A. BRADFORD, c ’08, a can University. Ens. Thompson is sta- Dept. Head for the Carbide and Carbon citrus grower of Upland, Cal., died at his tioned at the Bomb Disposal School at Chems. Corp. of Louisville, Ky., he is home on Jan. 5. His father, Prof. N. O. the same university. responsible for the management and ad- Whitney, occupied the chair of railway MUELLER, OTTO H., c °43, is a cor- ministration of the production of buta- engineering at the University of Wis- poral in the 7th Engr. Bn., somewhere diene from alcohol. consin from 1891 until his death in 1901. in Europe, according to a Christmas card. (please turn to page 22) 
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MASS SPECTROSCOPY ... a 
rION 

(from page 9) RATORY PUBLICA 
ROH LABO! ‘ j , RESEAI 

occurs naturally in a low concentration (1.09%). The 

synthesized amino acid is then fed to the rat; since the 

isotopic carbon possesses the same chemical properties as 5 

ordinary carbon, the synthesized amino acid is normally BNERGBACY WETHOd 

digested. After a period of time different parts of the rat’s Wah \S ype ured 10 \ 
body are examined by means of the spectrometer for the POWER GABLES 

isotope. Its abundance indicates to what extent that part 2 cyt Boe 
. “fats . OBERT Se commen? 

of the body is utilizing the acid. ™ 

In the nitrogen fixation studies of Drs. Wilson and \ 

Burris of the Agriculture Bacteriology Department, nitro- svn ot Het on 
. . : : : ee 1. ASSOOIN 

gen-fixing bacteria are placed in flasks in which favorable asso ast Ect AEE 
Aa ed aes : 3 20 oo 

living conditions are maintained. An atmosphere contain- os see 

ing nitrogen of atomic weight 15 is confined over the a 
. . a : ite Com 

bacteria, and a nitrogenous compound containing ordinary The ye 

nitrogen is placed in the flasks. After a time the bacteria eS 

cells are examined for the abundance of the isotopic nitro- . 
gen, and from the ratio of this to ordinary nitrogen the very engineering student will be interested in this Okonite 

i cot hued vie b d research publication* giving data in connection with carrying 
n xe! : 

amoune?| MEPOEER Gam Pe scompete greater emergency loads on power cables. Write for your copy 

In many complicated chemical reactions intermediate of Bulletin OK-1017. The Okonite Company, Passaic, N. J. 

. . *By R. J, Wiseman, chief engineer of The Okonite Co., 
processes are undergone and intermediate products are presented before a joint meeting of the Missouri Valley 

. + i. Electrical Association and Southwest District A.1.E.E. 
formed which cannot easily be analyzed by ordinary 

chemical means, but may be studied by means of the mass He Se » ee a 

spectrometer. The reacting compounds are enclosed in a OK zm VL oN. 
vessel with an opening through which gaseous reaction _ INSULATEI re | | ‘yo D CABLES avn. 

ar " . ee IN ULA WI » ANY SAD i 2 3722 
products may be periodically drawn off and examined in ____ INSULATED WIRES AN 

the atom sorter. Knowing the weights of the different 

particles and their relative concentrations, the nature and oo ; 
- . . . amount of contamination may be determined from a mass 

composition of the various intermediate products may be : . : oy . 
deduced spectroscopic analysis of the mineral. Nier’s results are in 
educed. : . 

good agreement with those previously calculated from the 

Probably the most important commercial use of the Pb/U ratio. In the earlier work the contamination was 

atom sorter at the present time is in the analysis of com- computed from the atomic weight of the lead, and some 

plex mixtures by the isotopic dilution method. For ex- empirical relationships were used. 

ample, to find the amount of toluene in crude oil, syn- Up to the present time the greatest hindrance to the 

thetic toluene is first made using a “tagged” element, usu- commercialization of the mass spectrometer has been the 
13 1 z Bee 

ally C'*. A known amount of this toluene is thoroughly prohibitive first cost (about $6,000) and the necessary 
mixed with a definite amount of crude oil. A small samp!e expert servicing. However, the manufacturing companies 

of toluene is then isolated from the oil, and from the ratio are constantly improving it, and, like the electronic oscil- 

of isotopic to ordinary carbon the original amount of loscope, a serviceable mass spectrometer may soon be 

toluene in the crude oil may be determined. available at a reasonable cost. Judging from the rapid 

. : . ._ advances of spectroscopy in the past few years it probably 
A. O. Nier has made an interesting mass spectroscopic ‘ ‘ ‘ 5 

will become a valuable tool to science and engineering. 
study of the age of radioactive bearing minerals. His in- 

vestigations were based on the fact that the ultimate disin- . : 
: : . : Anyone interested in house work, apply 356 M.E. 

tegration product of radioactive substances is lead. Know- Bldg 

ing the amount of lead present in the mineral, the ratio of se ‘ 
_. . : —The office is being cleaned up. 

the disintegrated lead isotopes (uranium lead RaG and 

Thorium lead ThD), the amounts of uranium and. thor- 
< . 7 The dear vicar’s wife had just died, and in consequence 
ium, and their decay constants, the approximate age of the . . . ? 

. 1 b 4 ided th ¢ he wished to be relieved of his duties for the weekend, 

mineral cab pe computed) PEOVIGE? Ee MOUNE OL COM> so he sent his bishop the following message: 
: woe as Sit : : . : + , mon lead impurity is known. Since the atomic weight of “T regret to inform you that my wife has just died, and 

‘ ity is 20 Fl 5 ‘ , 
the common lead impurity is 207.2, while the mass of I should be obliged to you if you could send a substitute 

uranium lead is 206 and that of thorium lead is 208, the for the weekend.” 
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dm Pp US 1-Lites 

—Jane Strosina, c’46 

Mildred Smith, m’46 

After much research on the sub- an informal smoker, was for the POLYGON BOARD: 

ject, Allen Hamby, and Hanke, in- purpose of acquainting new students New members of Polygon Board 
sulting engineers, have developed a with the institute. After a talk by include: 

slack factor. the president, Gerry Keppert, on the i‘ 4 Pp y Xepp' Officers: 

Prize Boner of the Month—Over- advantages of membership, films en. President .......George Hlavka, 
titled, “Sight Seeing in the Home, MESW 

heard at a recent open-house held ei 5 
‘ . and “The Story of FM” were shown. Secreta Ray Pett, ASCE at President Fred’s: 5 YO eesey * Beadident Beed we. wee Wr there was free food, beer, coke, and Treasurer _. John Henderson, 

cigarettes. 
“How do you do. I’m Fred.” On . ¢ AIEE . AIChE 

New V-12: “How do you do. I’m teers ° — Members: Ed Art, MESW; Bill 
Ray.” President woGerry Keppert Gabriel, AIEE; Gerald Keppert, 

Vice-President... Vernon Pillote AIEE; Ralph Sherden, AIChE; Bob 
- y P: 3 

Why, after a birthday celebration, Secretary-Treasurer __..Gene West, ASCE 
+ . a * did June Hartnell have a have a Daniels . They have been discussing plans 

glass of water constantly at her side? for possible social activities for the 

In the romance department we MESW: coming year. 

have the engagement of Jim Ver- At the July 17th meeting, Profes- ——— 

chota, June M.E. graduate, to Gail sor S L. Larson, the speaker, spoke ALUMNI NOTES... 
Frostad ... We have also heard of on “A Canoe Trip Through Can- (continued from page 20) 

the future triple wedding plans ef ada.” Electricals 
Welch, Woboril, and Whitney in Officers are: RINEARD 4% 

¥ : R G. A., 08, visite is 
New York — but we haven’t been President George Filavka ain Mater last fall, with his daughter, 
able to figure out who Whitney Vice-President .......Jim Bakken He and Prof. Price exchanged reminis- 

‘ cences. plans to marry. Secretary ........ Robert Fleming DAY, L. N., °41, is employed by the 
Treasurer Mildred Smith General Electric Co. as a field engineer. 

We are sorry to have E. H. Haft, e He is at present their technical represen- 
5 tative on the B-29 electrical equipment Jr, fea re leave us. Unde AICE: with the Army Air Forces. 

Sam has sent him a greeting card. ° greening At the last AICE meeting, new . . 
It must have been nice for Don officers were elected and plans for Mining and Metallurgicals 

Arntzen to have the little woman “snagging” new members were made. STICKNEY, L. NORMAN J., 46, has 
. . Activities £ i ‘ recently been promoted to first lieutenant 

home with him between semesters, ctivities for coming meetings were and now is on furlough awaiting further 

wake him at 10 or 11 in the morn- discussed. orders. While on duty he has completed 
. . thirty-five missions as navigator with the ing. Officers are: 8th AAF. At his base in England, Norm 

President Bob West met Kenny Carlton who is serving with 
Glad to have Chuck Aten back Vice-President Bill McCoy the same bombing weep ; 

from the hospital. We hear he had : FRISKE, WARREN, ’44, completed his pital. Secretary ........ Morris Rhude training and has been ordered to San 
an operation because his nose ‘Treasuver ...... a.Bob Lee Diego to await assignment. 
wouldn’t run. . PAZIK, GEORGE J., ’43, sends his 

regards from a frontline position with 
: % the Combat Engineers near Rouen, AIChE: Fiches 

AIEE: The chemical engineers held a PUHL, JOHN, *44, stopped in to chat 
: ver. soe 4 . with his Profs on his way to Seattle, The first meeting of the Univer. picnic on July 21 and ares HOW ier Wash., where he will be attached co the 

sity of Wisconsin branch of the rossed in a membership drive. crew of a new aircraft carrier. ye g& P 
American Institute of Electrical En- Officers: SWENSON, WILLIAM, formerly em- . . ployed by the Anaconda Copper Co., re- gineers for the summer term was President _....John Henderson cently completed boot training at Great 
held Friday, July 20, in the Memor- Secretary .....Bob Potts Lakes and is How ae the Great Lakes ial Uni Th . hich T Rob Axtell Radar Technicians’ school. 
1a nion. e meeting, which was reasurer e obert Axte. (please turn to page 29) 
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With the new RCA lifeboat radio, shipwrecks need no longer take a terrible toll of lives. 

A two-way radiophone —for lifeboats! _— 

e 

Here’s when a telephone comes in rather airplanes, and that wonderful place called - 3 A 

handy . . . when you can “get your party” “Jand”—even if it’s 1000 miles away! B73 is vp 

and = his be there to get you in a Endless research, such as went into de- « aw 4 

couple of hours: veloping this lifeboat radio, goes into all a a ‘if , 

With the new RCA compact lifeboat | RCA products. a5) ‘ 

wade, _ Ss ae happens. & ma And when you buy an RCA Victor radio, v oll \ / . 

or a balloon, takes the antenna up 300 feet. or television set or Victrola, you enjoy a if : as — i 

Turn the power-generating cranks and unique pride of ownership in knowing that 

out goes an SOS—along with a direction- you possess one of the finest instruments Joseph aa and Donald Kolb 

finder beam so shore stations can figure of its kind that science has achieved. (holding balloon ) oho “a Radio: 
. 

marine engineers who evelope 

your exact location. Radio Corporation of America, RCA this lifeboat radio. Here is the al- 

But even more amazing, shipwrecked Building, Radio City, New York 20. ¢ Lis- loon that is inflated with helium 

mariners can talk with the men on their ten to The RCA Show, Sundays, 4:30 P.M., and carries the antenna as high as 

way to the rescue. They can “pick up” ships, E.W.T., over the NBC Network. 300 feet into the air. 

& RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
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GAS TURBINE... efficiency than if a multi-stage turbine is used. Much expe- 
(from page 18) rience will be required before this matter is finally settled. q y 

fuel consumption being as much as 30% to 40% of that 
‘ : Other Types of Gas Turbines at full load. On the other hand, for each fractional load yP 

there is a best lower speed, and if the set is run at this The variations possible in gas turbine cycles, types, and 
speed the no-load fuel consumption will be about 1/2 as design are legion; many years will probably pass before 
much. The simpler gas turbine without the regenerator they are sorted out, and many will probably survive, each 
suffers somewhat worse in this respect. These are modifica- for different applications. 

tions in design, however, which can be made to improve One early type was the explosion gas turbine, and its 
this light load fuel consumption, but generally some other principal advantage is that it greatly reduces the work 
factors may have to be sacrificed. of the compressor. 

This variable speed presents certain difficulties, particu- Another early proposal was that the turbine be sub- 

larly for a-c generator drive. This can be overcome to atmospheric with the air compressor on the exhaust side 
some extent by dividing the gas turbine part of the set. after cooling. One advantage being that if water is injected Either a series or parallel arrangement may be used. Thus in the exhaust the CO: and H:O would be absorbed and 
a high pressure element may exhaust into a low Pressure 6 the work of compression would be reduced 
element or two separate turbines operating between the Neither of these will probably be revived. The possibili- 
same initial and exhaust pressures may divide the gas ue . - Heh B ¥ e 8 ties in the constant pressure cycle with different arrange- flow between them. With either arrangement, one turbine : 5 ‘ dri h d the other deli h ments and amounts of regeneration, intercooling, water rives the compressor and the other delivers the net out- |... : : 5 5 P é injection or steam generation, single or multiple turbines, put of the set. The compressor set can then run at the best with or withewe reheating in Between single and multi: 
speed for economy at each load and the power turbine . . . P fixed v d ait i he load. **#8* turbines, axial flow or constant displacement com- can run at fixed speed or an eed suited to the load. : : 4 4 ‘ F ¥ SP . pressors, furnish a wide possible variety of arrangements. This has many other advantages and also several disad- . : . . . : vantages An interesting gas turbine cycle 1s being actively pro- 

. moted by Escher Wyss in Switzerland. This is the closed 
Starting cycle with external combustion and cooling. As such, the 

The gas turbine must be started by external power. This cycle is substantially as shown in Figure 2, but the cycle 
is simpler if the compression ratio is not too high, and if is closed using a definite amount of air or gas as the 
the compressor does not have an intercooler. The starting working medium. In place of heating by the internal com- 
power will probably be from 1% to 3% of the net power _ bustion of fuel, the working fluid is heated by being passed 
output depending upon conditions. Under certain condi- through tubes in a fire box of a furnace, and ahead of the 
tions it may even be less. compressor it is cooled by passing over water cooled tubes. 

. The working fluid remains clean, and the capacity of the Compressor and Turbine Arrangements 8 . a Ne capacity oF t plant can be changed at will by increasing or decreasing 
Multi-stage centrifugal compressors could be used, and the density of the working fluid in the cycle. 

would probably be satisfactory if intercooled, but would The output for a given weight of fluid in the cycle de- I . es 7 . : be bulky and lower in efficiency based ee known de pends upon the heat put into the furnace. The disadvan- signs than would be true with properly designed axial flow tages are the large amount of high temperature heat ex- 

machines; Dome designets are considering the new Lys changer surfaces required, probably 3 to 5 times that of holm type constant displacement blowers. These machines a steam plant, and the very low pressure drops which st > 
are reputed to have a good efficiency when used as a two must be maintained through them. So far as is known to or three stage compressor, but are much heavier and the writer, no efforts are being made in this country to more bulky than the axial flow type. They might not be exploit this cycle with external firing. 
so susceptible to loss in efficiency and pressure rise with 
dirt, however. The Gas Turbine in Combination With 

As mentioned earlier, the turbine may be in one unit The Internal Combustion Engine 

on the COmPFessOr shaft, or may be divided into: Ewo) or One field that looks very promising for the future is to more sections with some sections driving the compressor combine the gas turbine and the internal combustion en- 
the other th haft. i i ‘ ‘ . : and whi, er at power ke ' aie aside from gine. This has already been done with great success in the 

its simplicity and low cost, has twe other very distinct ad- case of the exhaust gas turbine driven supercharger for 
face oh, Ones hea substantial Sec aad fuat drop takes the airplane engine and the Diesel engine. By increasing 
Pi “Le : ac fa e Povcher” anes and before the Jet the supercharging pressure, the output of the gas turbine 
nooled ' 4 uckets. feck ety the wheel disc can be easily can be increased until it is equal to the engine output; un- 
eam eqand $e ‘hehe 1B! cece eral speeds. Both of oe der which conditions the engine can, if more convenient or 
Blots permit igher initra temperatures to be used than otherwise desirable drive the compressor and turbine the with a multi-stage turbine. These advantages must be off- load. In one type of two-cycle Diesel combinations ie is 

set against the disadvantage of a somewhat lower turbine (please turn to page 26) 
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wort for your favorite Stars... Dh lee //)h_] 

Your ENJOYMENT of Hollywood’s bril- in many ways other than on the motion _La--. oa _ 

liant productions is dependent on the _ picture set and in movie projectors. 

blackest substance known to man— Military searchlights, as well as lights ‘The large picture you see on the movie 

carbon, for photoengraving, employ the carbon screen is projected by the carbon are 
as ane 4 from tiny frames of film, each about 

From a booth at the rear of your arc. It is also used to increase the Vita- one-half equare indli In area: 

movie theatre, the intense snow-white min D content of milk and other prod- Through intensive and continuing re- 

light of a carhon arc projects the tiny —_ucts. It has opened up new scientific search, National Carbon has made the 
e aaa . aan carbon are brighter and brighter. This 

pictures fr om the film, enlarged as much methods in the analysis of metals. It progress made possible the intense light 

as 300,000 times in area, onto the screen. brings the beneficial effects of ultra- required for enlarged screens in large 
; mit? Sha Woletxaveto wan). Even diene ; theatres. It was also a major factor in 

Only the carbon arc with its concen- ae hak fe is : ace eas, the development of improved studio 

trated brightness can do this difficult job. USes are being found for the carbon are techniques, and in the present day ex- 
é in the study of plant growth. cellence of pictures in color. 

The carbon arc—a subject of years of ° ‘ i y Y Today National Carbon can produce 
research by NATIONAL CARBON COM- _ For further information on the carbon. arc... light from the carbon are that is actually 

pany, INnc., a Unit of UCC—also serves write for booklet P-8, “Radiant Energy.” more brilliant than the sun, 

BUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS AND STAMPS 

30 East 42nd Street [mj New York 17, N.Y. 

Principal Units in the United States and their Products 

ALLOYS AND METALS— Electro Metallurgical Company, Haynes Stellite Company, Kemet Laboratories Company, Inc., United States Vanadium Corporation 

CHEMICALS — Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation PLASTICS— Bakelite Corporation ELECTRODES, CARBONS & BATTERIES— National Carbon Company, Inc. 

INDUSTRIAL GASES AND CARBIDE— The Linde Air Products Company, The Oxweld Railroad Service Company, The Prest-O-Lite Company, Inc.



GAS TURBINE... simplicity, low first cost, low maintenance compared to 
(from page 24) internal combustion engines. 

proposed that the engine drive the compressor which dis- The disadvantages will probably be: moderate efficiency 
charges through the engine cylinders at the exhaust posi- in the simpler forms, large regenerator surface in effi- 
tion and then into the turbine. The compressed air acts cient forms, small unit capacities available compared. to 
as scavenging and supercharging air at the same time, and _ steam turbine plants, high maintenance compared to steam 
the exhaust heat is added to the work done on the air plants, cannot yet burn solid fuels, does not have good 
by the Diesel. Efficiencies are said to be possible with good speed torque’ curve, may easily stall at low speed, requires 
compressor and turbine efficiencies which are substan- a transmission to load to ship or vehicle, high light load 
tially higher than that of the Diesel itself. This looks like fuel consumption, may lose efficiency and capacity due 
a very promising combination, and has been built in an to blade deposits and erosion. 
arrangement with the Diesel and compressor cylinders In respect to this last point, it cannot be overlooked 
on the same rod and without a crankshaft. that the high efficiency necessary in both turbine and 

Fuels compressor cannot be maintained unless the blade forms 

are unimpaired by deposits or erosion. This has been a 
The question of whether or not cheap fuels can be major problem in steam turbines where it only occurs on a 

successfully used by the gas turbine is one of the greatest small percentage of the entire number of stages and where 
unknowns at this time. Up to this time, aside from experi- jg generally affects the capacity less than the efficiency. 
mental units, all gas turbines have been built for liquid In the case of the gas turbine where efficiency of the two 
fuel, although it is true, I believe, that those in connec- elements causes such a drastic effect upon the net effi- 
tion with the Houdry process are operating on the burn- ciency and net capacity, this matter cannot be overlooked. 
ing coke in the catalyst towers, and a few machines have The dirt in the average industrial atmosphere is much 
been proposed to run on gas as a fuel. The use of oil greater than usually realized; and if any sticky substances 
presents the least difficulty; there will be a certain market are present such as oil or other similar materials, the prob- 
for such machines, and it permits solving the problems of Jem of maintaining the cleanliness of the compressor 
the compressor, turbine, control, etc., with the least com- blades with the passage of more than 6,000,000 Ibs. of air 
plications from the combustion and ash standpoints. The per day through the compressor of a 5,000 net horsepower 

burning of gas presents no difficulties other than the use machine, can easily become a serious matter. Air filters 
of a separate compressor, since it seems somewhat unlikely for such large quantities of air also present serious prob- 
that the risk of compressing the gas and air together in Jems of size, cost, pressure drop, and maintenance. 
the compressor could be taken. . 

The burning of heavy residue or raw crude oils, such Capacities 
as are normally burned in boilers, and the burning of coal Although by running at suitably lower speeds there is 
with low maintenance are the goals which the gas turbine _ 0 theoretical limit to the capacities for which gas turbines 
designer must attain before he can really compete in the can be built, it is quite probable that the upper limit for 
power field with the reciprocating steam railway locomo- some time will be in the neighborhood of 10,000 kw. On 
tive and the steam turbine electrical generating plant. Here account of the difficulty of building very small turbines 
the question is one of the combustion and the handling and compressors with high efficiency, it is rather probable 
of the ash and slag through the turbine, or else separating that the lower limit may be about 500 horsepower, al- 
it at high temperature before the turbine is reached, to- though some engineers are projecting units of less than 
gether with the problems of control in the case of solid this. A supercharger open or closed cycle may permit 
fuel combustion. When it is remembered that turbine effi- higher capacities. 
ciency is so important from the net power output stand- Probable Applications 
point, very little deterioration in turbine performance can The following represents the present writer’s carefully 
be permitted from bucket or nozzle wear or deposits. From considered opinions at this time and may, of course, be 

the separating standpoint, electric precipitators are, it is modified with subsequent developments not now in view. 
understood, out of the question at high temperatures, and Electric Power Production: The extensive application in 
the pressure drop available for kinetic precipitators is very the immediate future of the gas turbine to electric power 
small. It would seem that the easiest approach might be production in competition with the coal fired steam tur- 
to gasify the coal under pressure and to burn the gas bine central station plant is probably extremely remote 
so produced without cooling or scrubbing. Such a pro- except under certain circumstances. It could not possibly 
ducer would have to be built so as to retain the maximum compete economically burning oil as fuel. 

amount of ash and slagging elements. The gas turbine has been widely hailed as a possible 
Advantages and Disadvantages of the peak load plant. Even as such, under present public utility 

Gas Turbine Power Plant conditions its use is unlikely. In the first place, due to the 
. . : rapid expansion of the electric utility business and the im- 

The advantages will probably be: light weight, greater provement in the art of steam power plants themselves, 
unit capacities compared to internal combustion engines, (please turn to next page) 
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(from preceding page) si ac es i 

the power industry has always had a large amount of qlee Wr, sel Be ee 

capacity in older stations whose economy was not as good gay. e my VAS i ag 21) Ba 

as the newer stations and which could best be kept in “pai Ly ee Oy Cae 

reserve to carry the peak loads. It is true that the mainte. PM gy g ey — pw pw 6 “7 ae 

nance and operating cost on these older plants are high, ime i? mr C4 we ~ 7h.) ne 

but it has never been economical to scrap such plants in * “ Chi a a6! as v - 

the past in any great numbers, and the first cost of a com- 7 eas — i . _— ere 

peting plant would have to be low indeed to permit it in yo A (D> ett S CO ae 

the future. Further, in this country, in contrast to the prac: | Gg er Pes ae a 

tice abroad, all modern steam plants have been built with Rl Wo) i] : “i> £3) 4 ee 

a considerable amount of “stretch” in them to permit han- |" uo Git. we ees - | 

dling peak loads, as has been amply demonstrated during |, 9 - 2p _ | <A) Ce, f | 

this war emergency. In addition, the characteristics of th> [47 yuy e aS _ aes EY FL 

loads, due to nine ee cebrigessti day- PRODUCTION STAYS HIGH— 

time ighting, c. emica’ plant use of electricity, and promo- when Good Cutters are Used 

tional rates and inter-connections have been such as to . 

d limi he old-fashioned “peak” load «..Only Good Cutters with such features as these, 

recuce OF © HEARS Ene, (Obgetashioned “Pes eas Oe deliver a maximum number of cuts between sharpen- 

many generating systems. ings with a high rate of production. 

It is quite possible that the gas turbine will find exten- 4 Correct Rake 3 Toughness — Developed by 

. Sok * : Z & Clearance Angles Scientific Heat Treatment 

sive application in moderate size semi-portable power Q Ample Chip $p madera Designs 
; ‘ ce le 

plants in the oil or gas fields, or to serve as portable imple SiP-=Psl 4 3 

emergency oil fired power plants on rail cars for which BROWN & SHARPE CUTTERS PROVIDE ALL THESE ADVANTAGES 

the steam turbine is now being used, but with some Catalog No. 34 listing complete line sent on request BS 

difficulty _BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO., PROVIDENCE 1, R.1., U. Hs [BS 4 

~ . EAR Sor PSH ATR 

Another possible application is a mine-mouth powcr | |p) n\ }\') LIN | (6} D)} n aN IN ml 
LUIS VN OS a a eC 

plant in connection with the mining of coal by subter- = ane “Ir ae 

ranean gasification as is being pioneered (without the gas  . CU hats | 

turbine) in Russia today. The elimination of the neces) Sea ed ee ee 

sity for condensing water makes it quite desirable for this — ——————_ 

purpose, since water in sufficient quantities is not apt to be 

available very frequently near the mines. Our 350 Page 

. . : : e e e 

Industrial Uses: The oil refining plants have already Electrical Engineering 

provided one of the most extensive applications for the __ 

gas turbine and may probably continue to do so, although [a= a Data Book 

the rapidity of change in this field of application makes oe i - 

prediction for one not closely in touch with the new de- Rs. 7 - 

velopments here rather speculative. \ a _. . 4 

3 5 «Gt : a ae 

It is quite possible that the gas turbine and the high'y we poe : i f @ 

efficient axial compressor could be economically applied ee ee oo { 4 

to blast furnaces. However, here it is to a great extent a <— ee i fi 0 

question of how many of these will be built in the near pA > 

future in this country, since it is possible that the wartim- . 4 

expansion recently forced on the steel business ma have —— yo — oS 

P ; . ° a ee 
already built up with available types of equipment the : ee eee ‘ 

oe 

normal expansion of the next decade. ee Se 

As for the normal industrial power plant, it has been 2 . 

the past experience that a very large percentage of these, . 

’ : . This mos i i 

averaging over a nine year period about 85°, have been s most comprehensive book on wires, cables, bus 

. : : . v4: systems, conduits and surface raceways and their 
installed in connection with the furnishing of steam for 3 3 wae . 

, : fittings is yours for the writing. Informative and 
process work for which the back pressure or extraction; 4 ‘ % . 

ew" : instructive, you will find it very helpful in your work. 

type steam turbine is excellently adapted. So far as th’'s 

application is concerned, this has not yet reached th e e 

peak of its potential development with higher steam pres- National el ectric 

ePRIT0UCTS SCORPORATION 

(please turn to page 30) Pitts burgh,Pa. 
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S h t C I it 

—E. Daniels, e46 

A blotter is something you spend your time looking for “Who’s your close-mouthed friend over there?” 
while the ink is drying. “He ain’t close-mouthed. He’s waiting for the janitor to 

e come back with the spitoon.” 
He knocked at the door of my room. ° 
“May I come in? It’s the room I had when I went to “My boy friend doesn’t smoke, drink, or swear.” 

co!llege in ’09,” he said. “Does he make all his own dresses, too?” 
I invited him in. e 
“Yes sit,” he said, lost in reverie. “Same old room. “T heard your kid bawling last night.” 

Same o!d windows. Same old furniture. Same old view of “Yes, after four bawls he got his base warmed.” 
the campus. Same old closet.” e 

He opened the door. There stood a girl terrified. Old Lady: “You don’t chew tobacco, do you, little 
“This is my sister,” I said. boy?” 

“Yes, sir. Same old story.” Little Boy: “No ma’am, but I could let you have a 
cigarette.” 

' ' e 

Qn Poe There once was a maiden from Siam, 
7 ra ro ' Who said to her love, young Kiam, 

FAA ‘ 4 ide »'\ “If you kiss me, of course, 
y Ca 4 f bY You will have to use force, 

he Hs r\4 But God knows you're stronger than I am.” Le Dal | Sey Ah 4 

tes Lf " 4 or _ Cy “What would you call a man who has been lucky in 
ae ead ri love?” 

Aye wi 7 “A bachelor!” 
Aw PAK el, ef j ° 

( NI } NAY Joe took his aunt out riding, \ Z/\y A 
Wz a 7) fl \S “es Though icy was the breeze. 

\ aay / By (| R He put her in the rumble seat, 
cy (a ) | oo To see his anti-freeze. 
SS r dg oe ae e 

“My roommate fell down the stairs last night with a 
George can’t do a thing without his sliderule. fifth of Johnnie Walker.” 

-—Westinghouse we. ‘ » . 
“Did he spill any? 

“No, he kept his mouth closed.” There was a drunk who stared at a homely passenger .. 
in the elevator. He finally blurted out, “My God, you’re ; 
ugly!” The homely one, in an effort to control himself, T cannot study when youre: gone; 
replied, “I can’t help the way I look.” This answer didn’t “And books would bore me now, I fear. 
seem to satisfy the drunk for he fairly screamed, “Well, I don’t take notes; I sit and yawn, you could stay at home!” Just like I did when you were here 

é e 

When a fellow breaks a date he usually has to. “What's the idea of the black crepe on the door—some- 
When a girl breaks a date she usually has two. body die?” 

e “Naw, that’s just my roommate’s towel.” 

I had a bunny, ° ; 
His name was Jim. Cursing and yelling in a London street was Clancy hold- 
Got sixteen now, ing a doorknob in his fist. “Them damn Nazis will pay 
Her were no him. for this—blowing a saloon right out of me hand.” 
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ALUMNI NOTES ... Le 
(continued from page 22) Rie 6: 

Wes 

Electricals ee 
Hubbard, Edwin P., e’07, died at the MeL EN 

Veterans’ Hospital in Milwaukee on eS) 
March 13, following a long illness. MeO A 

Vea, O. F., 32, has recently been a Mt omer essai Ms ciasiiomcet 
placed in charge of a newly created Mar- reer recs UA 
keting and Promotion Section of General j WUT Ti . ni 
Electric Motor Division. After graduation VLA TLL 
in 1932, he was associated with several NI (SS oe en LIYE 
companies as production supervisor and Bi NY 3 
electrical engineer. In 1936 he began 
his work for the General Electric Com- 
pany as a test engineer, later transfer- LUA i ; j 
ring’to commercial work there. oe Ge 

OND ee OHS 

oo 3 ASS 7 

we OS Wy ok om 
a ay Oe LO 
5% ee ae 

s i 5 

Gustafson, Richard B., e’41, is working 
on new types of hermetically sealed radar 

components, many of which are still in What muscles are to human bodies, S. S. White flexible shafts are 

the experimental stage and can not be to mechanical bodies. Like muscles, $. $. White flexible shafts 
revealed. His work, which includes not * 7 
only the designing of electrical and me- are flexible elements for transmitting rotational power and con- 

chanical parts for radar equipment, but trol to moving parts—metal muscles for motivating all kinds of 

oe ‘Rie eg nains: af abe peninlety er driven and controlled mechanisms—muscles that never get tired 

Transformer Engineering department of and are practically immune from injury. 

ao Electric Company’s Pittsfield, As basic mechanical elements for power transmission and 
Runstrom, Lt. George A., e’41, is sta- remote control, S. S. White flexible shafts offer many physical 

tioned at the U. S. N. Mine Warfare and economic advantages. Chief among these are their simplicity 

Test Station, Maryland. His work con- for the purposes they serve and their ready adaptability. 
sists of testing mines and torpedoes at 
the Solomons testing ranges. He was mar- These advantages are the reasons why annually, millions of 
ried * Josephine fspenluter of Me Ver feet of $. S. White flexible shafts go into aircraft, motor vehicles, 
non, N. Y., e father of a si j 
week old baby girl, Martha Jo. Prior to machinery, portable tools, radio and electronic equipment and a 

his present work, Lt. Runstrom worked wide variety of other products. , 
f t th: the desi f th 3 ‘ 
ete ahig locks ia’ che Canal Zone. ° As an engineer you will find it well worth while to familiarize 

Hagensich, Gardon C., e’43, is em- yourself with the range and scope. and possibilities of these 

ployed with the Westinghouse Electric metal muscles for power transmission and remote control. 
and Mfg. Co. as a Junior Electrical En- —— 

gineer. He is doing work on mercury — 
arc rectifier development. THIS BULLETIN WILL HELP YOU SSWht V 

Bellard, Max H., ¢’43, is working for It gives the basic facts and technical data about Farts H 
Allis Chalmers Mfg. Co. as assistant to flexible shafts and discusses their application for eee 
the development engineer. He is doing specific power drive and remote control requirements. ——— " st 

work in development desizn test calcu You may have a free copy on request. Ask for Bulletin ee 

lator, and recording information. tor 4501 and please mention your college and course. oe f 

transformers. ee Po Skbne ~~ 
Luebs, Art, e’44, is Specialist (X) 2/c P Owes | 

in the Navy and is working in the Naval 
Ordnance Lab in Washington, D. C. 

Swanstrom, Willard, 44, is also a 
Specialist (X) 2/c in the Navy and work- oe INDUSTRIAL 
ing at the Naval Ordnance Lab in Wash- THE S. S. WAITE DENTAL MFG. CO. DIVISION 
ington, D. C. DEPT.C, 10 EAST 40th ST., NEW YORK 16, N.Y. = 

Gilman, Art, is working with the A. C. NWS FLEXIBLE SHAFTS + FLEXIBLE SHAFT TOOLS + AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES 

Generating Engineering Depastment of se ee pememen ioe | lean oe eee 
estinghouse ectric an ‘g. Com- a . 

pay One of, Americas AAAA Industrial Enterprises 
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GAS TURBINE ... 6. The operating life of the present competitive prime 
(from page 27) mover is not as long as in other applications. 

sures. Preliminary studies which have been made indicate L bient inted li 
re in arlier, re- that, except under special conditions perhaps, the cas ow ambien femperaty pS POISE: QUE SAEMEE: a : . ~ duces the power to drive the compressor and so results in turbine has very little advantage to offer here. . : a 

As Steam Or Mercury Boiler Auxiliary: Where oil high net output, and a high thermal efficiency. The ad- 

would be burned as fuel in any event, it looks now as vantage of the high leaving velocity permissible on a . . moving platform has not been generally understood and though the gas turbine and compressor would be a very . . , : 
ao , : permits greatly increased output from a given turbine valuable auxiliary to the boiler plant; either to use the _ a ! : . . wheel. The reason it is permissible on the airplane is that boiler as a cooled combustion chamber under pressure . ‘ . 

. , CFM Fill at modern airplane speeds 60% to 80'% of the leaving loss ahead of the gas turbine, as in the “Ve!ox boiler” of the : : . 
4 : may be recovered as net power in the reaction of the jet Brown Boveri Company, or to use the gas turbine plant . Hon . . from the exhaust if the design is properly carried out. as a super blower for a more orthodox boiler. Some sur- 

plus power might be produced at a thermal efficiency of The freedom to design the gas turbine for a life com- 
substantially 100// as in a superposed plant, or all of the parable to that of existing superchargers, which now ap- 
extra power might be used to blow the boiler and so proximately equal the life of existing engines, will permit 
reduce its weight and dimensions as would be valuable on operation at higher initial temperatures and higher tur- 
shipboard. If the problem of coal combustion for the bine speeds than would be considered permissible for 
gas turbine can be solved, then this application may be’ normal land or marine applications. 
extended to coal burning boilers with substantial ad- Transportation—Marine and Navy: Many people are 

vantages. hopeful that the gas turbine will be of value in connection 
In Combination with Diesel Engines: As stated before, with marine and Naval application. It is possible that this 

the gas turbine, particularly as improved by the addition will be so on certain classes of light weight, high speed 
of a highly efficient compressor may have substantial ad- boats. In the writer’s present judgment, however, it is 
vantages and potential application in connection with somewhat improbable that it can be applied advantage- 
Diesel engines. The simplest and most immediate of thes? ously on the heavier ships. There are a number of factors 
will be to simply act as a supercharger to increase the which point to this conclusion. In the first place, oh ma- 
output of the Diesel engine, and in the more refined ar- rine applications the gas turbine will be competing with 
rangement the supercharger will have a new power output a condensing steam plant on the most favorable basis 
which can be added at no fuel cost to that of the engine. where ample supplies of cool, clean condensing water are 

Other arrangements will be to have the Diesel engine available at the minimum cost. This means that generally 

drive the compressor with all of the net power coming the gas turbine would he at a disadvantage as to effi- 
from the gas turbine. It is quite probable that this arrange. 1°RCY OF at least will have no advantage. Second, po 
ment will provide an over-all thermal efficiency in the 4 ttansmission difficulties in connection with transmit- 
neighborhood of 40’/ or better; and in applications where ti the power to a propeller shaft from a gas turbine, and 
very low fuel consumption is of paramount importance, there is also difficulty in connection with reversing. These 
this arrangement may be of considerable value, Great © only be surmounted at the present time with electric 
strides have been made in Diesel engine design and hydraulic drive, a variable and reversible pitch pro- 

manufacturing facilities during the war; and the applica- peller, oF by Separating the SPECS OE and POWEE “CUE: 
tion of new materials to Diesel cylinders, rings, pistons, bines with all the difficulties of operating a reversing tur- 

and valves may permit reasonable maintenance costs even bine at atmospheric pressure and on the extremely hot 
at the high mean effective pressures and rates of heat re- 845€S of the: gas turbine. These difficulties can be \oveE* 
lease in the cylinders which would be required to make comes but will not be unless the advantages are sufficient 

these combinations really effective in increasing the output °° when the effort. Tn this case the only advantage 
and efficiency of Diesel engines. This factor will probably which is usually cited is the lower weight which such a 
bevthe limiting clement in ‘his developiient, plant would have, and this will be offset to an appreciable 

T tation —Airplanes ‘The number of fac. °xtent by the above difficulties in connection with trans- ‘ransportation— ie: re are a ero - . 
: . : mission. tors which make the gas turbine attractive as a prime . . . ; 

mover for large airplanes. These’ate as follows: If light weight were an important factor in connection 
i, , ' b, m with commercial marine vessels the present steam power 

1. The weight can probably be less than with existing plant art would permit immediately, if it were demanded types of engines. by the trade, a reduction of more than 2 to 1 with prob- 
2. Planes generally operate at low ambient temperatures. ably no sacrifice in efficiency or reliabilility, as evidenced 
3. High gas leaving velocities are permissible from a by modern Naval power plants. 

turbine on high speed airplanes. Another difficulty in connection with the application 
4. Clean air available. to Naval vessels is that of getting a very high degree of 
5. A high-grade fuel is now used. (please turn to page 32) 
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The operating subsidiaries of The ear-splitting, nerve-shattering staccato sounds that formerly 
Air Reduction Company, Inc., 4 2 . 

are: accompanied construction will not be the theme song of post-war 

AIR REDUCTION SALES. COMPANY building. Instead, the quietly efficient electric arc will weld together 
GNOLIA AIRCO GAS PRODUCTS CO. ; : oo 

NAGHOL . the steel skeletons of new structures. And, in so doing, it will save 
Industrial Gases, Welding and 

Cutting Equipment time, space and steel. 

NATIONAL CARBIDE CORPORATION As a major manufacturer of welding and cutting equipment, Air 

Calci Carbid : : : 

ora eae Reduction has pioneered many new uses for the electric arc and the 

PURE CARBONIC, INCORPORATED oxyacetylene flame. These versatile modern “tools”, together with 
Carbonic Gas and “Dry-lce” a . : : ; 

. Airco’s many other diversified products, serve the needs of the nation 
THE OHIO CHEMICAL &- MFG. CO. . f d . f hi h : d . 

Medical Gaserwanwanesia in many ways... from hardening of metals to high altitude flying .. . 

Apparatus—Hospital Equipment from carbonation of beverages to the manufacture of synthetic rubber. 

WILSON WELDER & METALS CO., INC. 

Are Welding Equipment 

AIRCO EXPORT CORPORATION 

International Sales Representa- RD AIR REDUCTION 
tives of these Companies SS 60 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y. 
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GAS TURBINE ... or condensing surface, it will be light in weight and very 
(from page 30) compact; its optimum capacity will be about what the rail- 

cruising economy as compared to existing steam plants. way companies want; and it can produce sufficient by- 

This might be overcome by a combination of Diesel engine product train heat from the exhaust. Electric or hydraulic 

compressor for cruising conditions if the gas turbine can drive will be suitable, and insofar as electric drive is con- 

otherwise be successfully adapted to the propulsion of cerned the transmission is already well developed. The 

such vessels. maintenance should be low. Further, some of the competi- 

On the other hand, in favor of applying the gas turbine tion now uses oil for fuel and of a higher grade than 
to marine and Naval vessels is the fact that these vessels Would probably be required of the gas turbine. If the gas 
already use oil for fuel. However, the future need for oil turbine can be developed to use coal as fuel and if it can 
conservation may dictate a reversion to coal for fuel or be made into a satisfactory machine from the maintenance 

one of the newer combinations of powdered coal and oil and reliability standpoint, it would appear to have a most 
which would permit saving some 40% of the oil now con- Promising future as a railway prime mover. 

sumed. under steam boilers. If real economy of fuel is ulti- 
. : ‘i Summary 

mately demanded of marine propulsion equipment to- 
gether with the use of the cheapest possible fuel, it is To summarize the situation with respect to the poten- 
quite probable that the mercury-steam system might pre- tialities, limitations, and probable future applications of 

sent a much better solution than any other form of prime the gas turbine, it would appear that industry has here a 
OUR. most promising new tool for the production of power. 

. 5 5 .. In certain places it has most interesting advantages as Transportation—Trucks and Automotive Vehicles: This P _ : g acvantages 
. . . on compared to existing prime movers. To predict limitations presents a possible but highly questionable application of . . 

. wpe : : 5 for any new development is always a hazard; however, in the gas turbine, the primary difficulties being the inherent : 
2 3 a : other places there seems to be good reason to believe that ones of producing a turbine unit in the small sizes, the . ; . ws sibs dice : the gas turbine will not be able to compete or certainly not transmission difficulties, and the poor light load economy. ° . 
: . : to displace existing machines. 

The automotive gas engine and Diesel are well en- . . re ‘ : In making such a study as this, one should never lose trenched in this field and would be formidable competitors ; - 
, Lecsy sight for an instant of the fact that the competition of any for any type of new motive power. The application of the : oe : 

. : : new machine such as this will be a moving target. The gas turbine as an exhaust driven supercharger for engines . . ° : . . Diesel engine, steam turbine, or steam locomotive with on such vehicles is, however, well past the developmental . : 
; : : : which the gas turbine must compete two to five years from stage in Europe and might conceivably have a wide ap- : < ‘i s . lication h now when it begins to “come of age” from an application ication here. . : . . . E T . Rail Th licatt £ th standpoint will not be the Diesel engine, but they will be 

ransportation—Railway: e applica °) as ‘ z 
bi P h i i y . pplication h a es new, different, and better machines as a result of the ne t ocomotive appear though it is . : . an ine to the :, way’ © i ave a . hi . 6 strenuous developments which will have been taking place 

a a natura e appli e ; ‘ most 8 MUSA. 8 rt as the app s the ° aul during the past four and the next five years. Each will 
r te: a me. e : . i lg nm “ae web Sat “de on i =__ a : benefit to some extent by the new materials, the new dis- applicati the gas turbine rplane m in : ‘ an pplication © Bas Fe Feine C0) Ne Seb ane: may: be coveries, and the new techniques which in turn make the 
the near future. The application of a turbine to a locomo- bi ibili : . gas turbine a possibility today. 
tive has long been a dream of engineers and much effort . . 

Out of it all, of course, are coming better and more 

efficient types of power plants for all manner of applica- 
. Pores ; tions, in which the gas turbine is going to do some things 

— ae Saco sew sinc Th Mi ci : 

aes terete ae: I samc py oe oy etic better than they have ever been done before. 

ection t. : Lee ere SS ey ee “arenes Tae ge . to ‘ aac need ee Mary had a little lamb, 
— sont : co a Its fleece was white as snow, 

aE PSSA She took it to the M. E. lab, 
2 eg | eet Now look at the damned thing. 

| TN NBS; Lae cea 2 
| rT One 2 Bae | A half breed is a man with a cold in one nostril. 
bee ae eens stony a Cie ee] ° 

“Is this dance formal or do I wear my own clothes?” 
has been made to carry it out. The difficulty of condensa- e 

tion has always thwarted efforts to apply a condensing Two psychoanalysts met. Said one to the other, “You 
steam turbine, and the gains of the non-condensing turbine feel fine. How do I feel?” 
over the reciprocation cylinders have never proved to be ° 

worth the extra transmission difficulties. On the other An ash tray is something to put ashes into when the 
hand, if the gas turbine is so applied it need not use water room has no floor. 
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